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We present a system for the linguistic exploration and analysis of lexical
cohesion in English texts. Using an electronic thesaurus-like resource,
Princeton WordNet, and the Brown Corpus of English, we have imple-
mented a process of annotating text with lexical chains and a graphical
user interface for inspection of the annotated text. We describe the sys-
tem and report on some sample linguistic analyses carried out using the
combined thesaurus-corpus resource.

1 Introduction

In recent years, there has been an increasing activity in building up corpora

annotated at multiple linguistic levels (syllable, word, clause, text) and strata

(phonology, grammar, semantics). With the growing interest in suchmulti-layer

corporacomes the need for tools that support corpus annotation and exploration

of the resulting annotations as well as facilitate further computational process-

ing.

For the lower levels of the linguistic system (grammatical units, such as

words, phrases, clauses), there are plenty of tools that provide the necessary

functionalities. For instance, at the stratum of grammar, part-of-speech tagging

and shallow phrase structure parsing can be carried out automatically at rea-

sonable accuracy, with hardly any human intervention. Also, there are some

rather mature tools for corpus inspection, such as special-purpose query (e.g.,

CQP (Christ, 1994a)), TIGERSearch (Lezius and König, 2000; K̈onig and Lez-

ius, 2003), concordancers (e.g., XKwic (Christ, 1994b)) and browsers for tree

structures (e.g., Annotate (Plaehn and Brants, 2000)).
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However, when it comes to the unit oftext and the analysis ofmeaning,

the situation is difficult in two respects. First, fully automatic annotation is of-

ten not possible; second, tools supporting annotation and exploration exist only

for selected aspects of textual analysis, e.g., for rhetorical structure (O’Donnell,

1997). Rhetorical structure is clearly an important aspect of a text’s organiza-

tion and vital for a full-blown interpretation of a text. But there are many other

meaning-creating features in a text, which are interesting from the viewpoints

of both linguistic theory and computational-linguistic processing. One such fea-

ture iscohesion.

1.1 Corpora Annotated for Cohesion: Motivation, Goals, Tools

Cohesion is defined as the set of linguistic means we have available for creating

texture(Halliday and Hasan, 1976, 2), i.e., the property of a text of being an in-

terpretable whole (rather than unconnected sentences). Cohesion occurs “where

the interpretation of some element in the text is dependent on that of another.

The one presupposes the other, in the sense that it cannot be effectively decoded

except by recourse to it.” (Halliday and Hasan, 1976, 4).

The most often cited type of cohesion isreference.1 Consider example (1)

(from Halliday and Hasan, 1976, 2).

(1) Wash and core six cookingapples. Puttheminto a fireproof dish.

In example (1), it is the cohesive tie of coreference betweenthemandapples

that gives cohesion to the two sentences, so that we interpret them as a text.

The detection of such referential ties is clearly essential for the semantic inter-

pretation of a text. Corpora annotated for reference relations are thus of inter-

est for both linguistics, e.g., for testing theories of information structure (loci

1 Also known ascoreferenceor anaphoraand often taken to include substitution and ellipsis,
i.e.,one-anaphora and zero-anaphora.
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of high/low informational load, informational statuses (Given/New)), and com-

putational processing, e.g., for applications such as information extraction or

information retrieval.

Another type of cohesion, coacting with reference to create texture, islexical

cohesion(cf. Halliday and Hasan, 1976). Lexical cohesion is the central device

for making texts hang together experientially, defining the aboutness of a text

(cf. Halliday and Hasan, 1976, chapter 6). Typically, lexical cohesion makes the

most substantive contribution to texture: According to Hasan (1984) and Hoey

(1991), around fourty to fifty percent of a text’s cohesive ties are lexical.

In its simplest incarnation, lexical cohesion operates withrepetition, ei-

ther simple string repetition or repetition by means of inflectional and deriva-

tional variants of the word contracting a cohesive tie. The more complex types

of lexical cohesion work on the basis of the semantic relationships between

words in terms ofsense relations, such as synonymy, hyponymy, antonymy

and meronymy (cf. Halliday and Hasan, 1976, 278–282). See examples of a

meronymic relation (highlighted in italics) and an antonymic relation (high-

lighted in bold face) in (2) below; the latter at the same time is a case of repeti-

tion.2

(2) Tone languages use forlinguistic contrastsspeechparameters which

also function heavily innon-linguistic use. [...] The problem is to dis-

entangle thelinguistic parameters ofpitch from the co-occurringnon-

linguistic features.

In a text, potentially any occurrence of repetition or relatedness by sense

can form a cohesive tie; but not every instance of semantic relatedness between

two words in a text does necessarily create a cohesive effect. For example, if a

word linguistsoccurring in sentence 1 of a text containing eighty sentences is

2 The example is taken from text j34 of the Brown corpus.
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repeated in sentence 76, a cohesive effect is rather unlikely. Also, there seem

to be stronger cohesive effects involving the register-specific vocabulary rather

than the “general” vobulary (cf. Section 3).

Detailed manual analyses of small samples of text (e.g., Hoey, 1991) can

bring out some tendencies of how lexical cohesion is achieved; but in order to

arrive at any generalizations, large amounts of texts annotated for lexical ties are

needed. Manual analysis is very labor-intensive, however, and the level of inter-

annotator agreement is typically not satisfactory. Thus, an automatic procedure

is called for. Fortunately, lexical cohesion analysis is a suitable candidate for

automization: Texts systematically make use of the semantic relations between

words and detecting lexical cohesive ties simply means checking the related-

ness of words in a text against a thesaurus or thesaurus-like resource. A few

additional constraints must be added to arrive at plausible lexical chains, such

as, e.g., the afore mentioned distance between words in a text or the specificity

of the vocabulary (see also Section 2).

Automatic lexical cohesion analysis has been applied in computational lin-

guistics for automatic text summarization (e.g., Barzilay and Elhadad, 1997).

Our own motivation for building a system that automatically annotates text in

terms of lexical cohesion has been to be able to explore the workings of lexical

cohesion in more detail, asking questions such as (cf. Fankhauser and Teich,

2004): In a given text, what are the dominant lexical chains (indicating what the

text is mainly about)? Are there differences in the strength of lexical cohesion

according to the register and/or genre of a text? In a given register/genre, are

there any patterns of lexical cohesion (e.g., hyponymy-hypernymy, holonymy-

meronymy) that occur significantly more often than others? Can the internal

make-up of lexical chains tell us anything about the genre of a text (e.g., narra-

tive vs. factual)?
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1.2 Summary; Overview of Paper

With the growing interest in richly annotated corpora, there is an increasing

need for tools supporting annotation as well as exploration of corpus resources,

both for linguistic and for computational purposes. The corpus processing of

grammatical units is pretty well understood, but there are many unresolved is-

sues when it comes to processing corpora at the level of text. The system we

present in this paper addresses one such issue, namely the annotation and ex-

ploration of lexical cohesion.

Section 2 introduces our approach to annotation of lexical cohesion and

describes the functionalities of the system. Section 3 provides some examples

of linguistic analysis that we have carried out using the data generated by our

system. Finally, we conclude with a summary and outlook on future research

(Section 4).

2 Automatic Analysis of Lexical Cohesion

The basic means for lexical cohesion analysis are so called lexical chains, which

consist of words that are related by a lexically cohesive tie. Using theSEMCOR

version of the Brown Corpus, which is sense tagged with so called synsets from

the Princeton WordNet (version 1.6), these ties can be determined by navigat-

ing along the relationships (synonymy, hypernymy, hyponymy, antonymy, and

various kinds of meronymy) in WordNet. In addition to the direct relationships

we also take into account indirect relationships, including transitive hypernymy,

hyponymy, and meronymy, co-hypernymy, and co-meronymy, and ties observ-

able directly from the text, including repetition of lemmas and of proper nouns.

A more detailed description of the resources and the processing steps is given

in Fankhauser and Teich (2004).

Not all the ties automatically determined in this way are necessarily cohe-
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Figure 1: Options for cohesion analysis

sive. A number of factors can help in ruling out non-cohesive ties:

• Specificity and part-of-speech: A specific noun liketonesystemis

more likely to contract a lexically cohesive tie than a general verb likebe.

• Kind of the semantic relationship: Repetition and synonymy form

stronger ties than hypernymy or meronymy.

• Strength of the relationship: The direct hypernymphonologicsystem

forms a stronger cohesive tie withtonesystemthan the remote hypernym

system.

• Distance in text: Words with many intervening words, sentences, or para-

graphs are less likely to contract a cohesive tie than close words.

Our system allows fine-tuning these factors as shown in Figure 1.

The depicted settings (Part Of Speech) take only into account ties between

specific nouns and verbs, which are at least at depth 3 in the WordNet hyper-

nymy hierarchy, and include adjectives and adverbs only if they are directly

related to an included noun or verb. Moreover, ties may not span more than

10 sentences (Lookahead), and transitive relationships may comprise at most 4

steps (Max Distance) with a branching factor of at most 100 alternative paths
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Figure 2: Text view on annotated text

(Max Branch). The kinds of relationships are not further constrained in the ex-

ample setting.

Lexical chains can then be inspected from three perspectives. In thetext

view (Figure 2), each lexical chain is highlighted with an individual color, in

such a way that chains starting in succession are close in color. In addition, for

each sentence its number, the number of preceding sentences and the number

of following sentences with a word in the same chain are given. This view can

give a quick grasp on the overall topic flow in the text to the extent that it is

represented by lexical cohesion.

Thechain view(Figure 3) presents chains as a table with one row for each

sentence, and a column for each chain ordered by the number of words con-

tained in it. In addition, each chain gives its most frequent word (domwf), and

the absolute and relative number of kinds of relationships forming a tie (repsyn

for repetition with synonymy,rep for repetition without synonymy, etc.). This

view also reflects the topical organization fairly well by grouping the dominant

chains closely.
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Figure 3: Chain view on annotated text

Finally, thetie view(Figure 4) displays for each word all its (direct) cohesive

ties together with their properties (kind, distance, etc.). This view is mainly

useful for checking the automatically determined ties in detail.

In addition, all views provide hyperlinks to the WordNet classification for

each word in a chain to explore its semantic neighborhood. Moreover, some

statistics, such as the number of sentences linking to and linked from a sen-

tence, and the relative percentage of ties contributing to a chain are presented.

These and some other statistics can then also be exported to a standard statistics

package, such as MS Excel or SPSS.
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Figure 4: Tie view on annotated text

3 Exploring lexical cohesion

On the basis of the annotated data, we have generated some statistics concerning

the averagechain lengths(in no. of sentences/words participating in a chain),

according to register, of both all the chains and the dominant (i.e., the longest)

chains and the distribution oftypes of lexical cohesion(repetition, synonymy,

hyponymy, etc.) according to register.

As will be seen, the dominant chains in a text give a good indication of a

text’s topic; also, the distribution of types of lexical cohesion turns out to be a

possible measure for discriminating between registers.
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Figure 5: Average length of dominant chains by register

3.1 Chain Length

Comparing registers, the average length of lexical chains does not show sub-

stantial differences at a first glance. Most registers average between 3 and 4.5

in terms of the number of words participating in a chain and between 3 and 4

in terms of the number of sentences a chain stretches over. This means that the

texts in the corpus are similarly cohesive.

However, when we compare the average length of the dominant chains

across registers (i.e., the longest chains), two groups of registers stand out (cf.

Figure 5): texts from the registers ofLEARNED, GOVERNMENT & HOUSE OR-

GANS and RELIGION have relatively long dominant lexical chains and texts

from PRESSand FICTION have relatively short dominant lexical chains. For

example, the average length of the dominant chains inLEARNED is 40, inFIC-
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TION:GENERAL it is only 15.3

When we look at the concrete words that make up the dominant chains,

we can observe that they are good indicators of the topic of a text.4 Short chains

(with few participating words) have a different function in that they “glue” a text

together locally. For example in text j34 fromLEARNED (see also Figure 3), the

dominant chains are built aroundtoneandphonology/morphophonemics— this

places the text in the area of linguistics, in particular phonology, and it gives

us the topic of the text, which is tone. The shorter chains in this text are built

around, for example, groups of words such asexplanation, theory, hypothe-

sis, assumptionor analysis, investigation. One hypothesis that could be derived

from such observations for this particular register is that the dominant chains

are built around the register-specific vocabulary and shorter chains around the

“general” vocabulary (cf. also Hoey, 1991). This hypothesis would need to be

tested on more data than we have available here, however, and require a proper

definition of what register-specific vocabulary means.

3.2 Types of Lexical Cohesion

Among the different types of cohesion (repetition, synonymy, hyponymy/ hy-

pernymy, meronymy/holonymy), the most frequent means employed through-

out the corpus is repetition co-occurring with synonymy with over 50% (see

Figure 6, rightmost bar).

However, contrasting the different registers, there are differences in the dis-

tribution of repetition, hypernymy+(co)hyponymy and meronymy. Texts from

LEARNED, RELIGION, andPRESSexhibit a higher frequency of hypernymy plus

3 For all the data discussed here, tests for significance would have to be carried out, of course.
For the time being, we conceive of the analyses reported on as purely exploratory.

4 This observation conforms to the findings of e.g., Barzilay and Elhadad (1997), who use the
dominant chains as a basis for summarization. Also, the words found in dominant chains
usually have high inverse document frequency, a measure used in information retrieval.
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Relationships by Genre
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Figure 6: Types of lexical cohesion by register

(co)hyponymy than texts fromFICTION. Interestingly,LEARNED andRELIGION

also have the longest lexical chains relative to other registers (cf. Section 3.1).

This does not come as a total surprise, however: We would expect texts from a

factual genre, such as academic articles as they are included in theLEARNED

register, to exhibit a strong topic continuity, whereas texts from the narrative

genre, as the ones contained in theFICTION registers, can be expected to in-

clude topic shifts.

Coming back to repetition, in theLEARNED register, there is a high fre-

quency of repetition co-occurring with synonymy, whereas in theFICTION reg-

isters repetition occurs significantly less frequently, and there is a larger amount

of repetition without synonymy. This can be cautiously interpreted as follows:

Texts fromLEARNED try to be as unambiguous as possible, using vocabulary

consistently in terms of word senses, whereasFICTION texts may actually play

with ambiguity and try to be more varied in terms of vocabulary.
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Finally, in theFICTION registers we encounter a substantial amount ofpro-

per noun repetition, which is very rare in theLEARNED register.FICTION regis-

ters also exhibit a higher frequency of meronymy. Again, this is not surprising,

since fiction texts often deal with individual people who are referred to by name,

and physical things, for which meronymy is more comprehensively covered in

WordNet than for abstract concepts.

3.3 Summary

In summary, the findings based on the statistics presented in this section, are the

following:

• Cohesion across registers

– All registers included in the corpus show roughly the same degree

of cohesion (where individual texts may still vary considerably in

cohesive strength).

– In different registers, cohesion is achieved by different means.

• Cohesive patterns across registers

– Repetition is the most frequently used means of cohesion across reg-

isters.

– Apart from repetition, individual registers may have a preference for

a particular type of cohesion.

• Cohesion in individual texts

– The dominant lexical chains (stretching over many sentences with

many words participating) indicate the topic of a text.

– In factual texts, the dominant chains tend to be made up of register-

specific vocabulary.
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4 Summary and conclusions

As the interest in richly annotated corpora is growing, so is the need for tools

supporting annotation and exploration of multi-layer corpora. In particular, re-

cently there is an increasing interest in the analysis oftexts, be it for building

linguistic descriptions, for testing linguistic theories or for computational appli-

cations, such as automatic summarization, text classification, information ex-

traction or ontology building. The common interest is the interpretation of text

in terms of the meaning(s) it encodes, be that rhetorical structure, information

distribution or informational content.

While there is no comprehensive corpus tool available that can cater for all

the linguistic needs involved in annotating text and exploring richly annotated

corpus resources,5 it has become common practice to use/build special-purpose

tools that are geared to a particular annotation and/or corpus analysis task. The

system we have presented in this paper is one such tool. The specific purpose it

is dedicated to is to support the analysis of texts in terms of lexical cohesion. The

system automatically annotates text (here:SEMCOR/Brown Corpus) in terms

of lexical-cohesive ties on the basis of WordNet. The resulting annotated text

can be viewed from three different perspectives, each supporting exploration

of lexical-cohesive patterns from a different angle (cf. Section 2). The results

of annotation can be statistically processed, simply using a standard statistics

program, such as the one included in MS Excel. We have exemplified the use of

some such statistics in linguistic analysis (Section 3).

With different tools taking care of different types of corpus-related tasks,

special attention has to be paid to their interoperability, notably the interchange

of the created corpus data. Here, the common practice now is to represent corpus

resources using a standard format and data model, typicallyXML (see Dipper

5 One project in this direction was theMATE project (McKelvie et al., 2001). Unfortunately,
the project did not result in a scalable implementation (cf. Teich et al., 2001).
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et al. (2004b) for an overview of corpus tools relying onXML ). The system

we have presented follows this policy, solely relying onXML andXSLT/XPath.

Thus, the present research is in line with other corpus-based projects currently

running or in planning, such asMULI (Baumann et al., 2004b,a), the Potsdam–

Berlin SFB No. 6326, theForschergruppeat Bielefeld7 or the projectDeutsch

Diachron Digital (Dipper et al., 2004a), only to mention a few.

In our future work, we will carry out further linguistic analyses using the

data from the Brown Corpus and extend the data set to other corpora and lan-

guages (notably German). Possible applications of this research have been men-

tioned in passing (cf. Section 3). Notably, the data generated by our system can

be used in text summarization and text classification.
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